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1997; Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi2009). Galactic-scale winds and outflows are a tracer of the systems’ integrated star formation history (McWilliam 2009). The correlation of gas phase [Si/Fe] with metallicity in subDLAs appears to be consistent with that of DLAs, suggesting that the two classes of absorbers have a similar relative dust depletion pattern. As previously seen for Lyman limit systems, the gas phase [C/O] in subDLAs remains constantly (≈1.0 dex over the redshift range 3 ≤ $z_{abs}$ ≤ 4.3). The correlation of gas phase [Si/Fe] with metallicity in subDLAs appears to be consistent with that of DLAs, suggesting that the two classes of absorbers have a similar relative dust depletion pattern. As previously seen for Lyman limit systems, the gas phase [C/O] in subDLAs remains constantly solar for all metallicities indicating that both subDLAs and Lyman limit systems could trace carbon-rich ejecta, potentially in circumgalactic environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The production and dispersal of metals is a key product of the astrophysical processes that grow and regulate the evolution of galaxies. With the bulk of metals being produced in stars, studying the metallicity evolution of galactic systems within the Universe provides a tracer of the systems’ integrated star formation history (McWilliam 1997; Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi 2009). Galactic-scale winds and outflows are thought to redistribute the stellar material both within and outside galaxies, depositing material from the interstellar medium (ISM) into both the circumgalactic (CGM) and intergalactic (IGM) media (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010; Lehner et al. 2013; Péroux et al. 2013; Rubin et al. 2014; Kacprzak et al. 2015). Thus characterizing the distribution and evolution of metals in these gaseous reservoirs places fundamental constraints on models of galaxy evolution (Pontzen et al. 2008; Davé, Finlator & Oppenheimer 2011; Peeples et al. 2014).
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Studies of subDLAs and DLAs with high-resolution spectrographs provide detailed chemical abundances and kinematic structure of the absorbing gas, enabling studies of the chemical enrichment of the Universe (Pettini et al. 1997; Rafelski et al. 2012; Jorgenson, Murphy & Thompson 2013; Som et al. 2015; Fumagalli, O’Meara & Prochaska 2016; Quiret et al. 2016) and kinematic properties of absorbing systems (Prochaska & Wolfe 1997; Ledoux et al. 2006; Neelam et al. 2013; Christensen et al. 2014).

Despite the wealth of spectroscopic information obtained from individual QSO sightlines, identifying the physical properties of QSO absorbers has remained a challenge. Several studies have focused on distinguishing the masses of the host galaxies associated with subDLAs and DLAs. By assuming a mass–metallicity relation and comparing the metallicity and velocity dispersion (e.g. as traced by the velocity width of the metal line, $v_{\text{sys}}$; Prochaska & Wolfe 1997) of subDLAs and DLAs, it has been proposed that subDLAs are associated with more massive galaxies than DLAs, as subDLAs are typically found to be more metal rich than DLAs, particularly at redshifts $z \lesssim 3$ (Khare et al. 2007; Kulkarni et al. 2010).

An alternative explanation for the elevated metallicities in subDLAs is a bias in their identification that stems from selection effects. At $z \lesssim 1.5$, when the Ly$\alpha$ is observed in the UV from space-based observatories, the bulk of subDLAs in the literature has been selected based on the presence of strong Mg II absorption that is easily observed from the ground. While the Mg II pre-selection provides an efficient use of space-based resources (Rao et al. 2017), it potentially leads to the selection of metal-rich systems (Ellison 2006; Murphy et al. 2007; Dessauges-Zavadsky, Ellison & Murphy 2009; Berg et al. 2017). Using simulations, Rhodin et al. (2019) demonstrated that the mass difference of DLAs and subDLA host is an effect of the gas cross-section selections, primarily at $z < 1$. Despite several literature compilations of blind (Rafelski et al. 2012) or uniformly selected DLA studies (Jorgenson et al. 2013), there are only a few blind literature compilations or homogeneous samples of subDLA metal abundances available (Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2003; Prochaska et al. 2015; Quiret et al. 2016, with respective sample sizes of 12, 99, and 92 subDLAs). These homogeneous samples of subDLAs have typically shown stronger metallicity evolution in subDLAs with respect to DLAs at $z_{\text{abs}} \approx 2–3$ (Pétrou et al. 2007; Fumagalli et al. 2016; Quiret et al. 2016).

In concert with the interest in subDLAs for their impact on global metallicity evolution, detailed chemical abundance patterns and their nucleosynthetic origins have been used to understand the physical properties of the host system. The evolution of [$\alpha$/Fe] (where $\alpha$ represents the elements from $\alpha$-capture, such as O, Si, and Mg) and [C/O] in the local Universe, as measured using stellar and nebular abundances, can be used as a diagnostic to differentiate dwarf-like and Milky Way-like chemical enrichment patterns (McWilliam 1997; Venn et al. 2004; Tolstoy et al. 2009; Berg et al. 2019b). While similar arguments have been made for subDLAs and DLAs by comparing [$\alpha$/Fe], [C/O], [Zn/Fe], and [Mn/Fe] to stellar abundances measured in the Local Group (Meiring et al. 2009; Rafelski et al. 2012; Som et al. 2013; Berg et al. 2015b; Cooke, Pettini & Steidel 2017; Skuladóttir et al. 2017), separating nucleosynthetic patterns from the effects of dust depletion (Pettini et al. 1997; Vladilo et al. 2001; Berg et al. 2015b; De Cia et al. 2018), ionization corrections (ICs; Vladilo et al. 2001; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009; Milutinovic et al. 2010), and absorber selection effects remains a challenge, particularly for subDLAs.

Here, we present the chemical elements of a blind sample of 155 HI-selected subDLAs across redshifts $2.4 < z_{\text{abs}} < 4.3$, as identified in the XQ-100 survey (López et al. 2016). In a previous paper (Berg et al. 2019a), we have assessed the contribution of subDLAs to the cosmic HI budget, finding that they contribute 10–20 per cent at $2.4 < z_{\text{abs}} < 4.3$. In this paper, we present metal column density measurements of these absorbers in order to quantify the contribution of subDLAs to the chemical enrichment of the Universe. Throughout this paper, we assume a flat $\Lambda$CDM Universe with $H_0 = 70.0$ km s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-1}$ and $\Omega_{m,0} = 0.3$.

## 2 DATA

### 2.1 XQ-100 survey design and data

The XQ-100 Legacy Survey (López et al. 2016) observed 100 QSO sightlines between redshifts $3.5 \leq z_{\text{em}} \leq 4.5$ with the X-Shooter Spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). Each QSO was observed for $\approx 0.5$ or $\approx 1$ h based on the QSO’s brightness; providing a median signal-to-noise ratio of $\approx 30$ per pixel. The survey was designed for multiple science cases; from studying the associated absorbers near QSOs (Perrotta et al. 2016, 2018) to characterizing the Ly$\alpha$ forest (Iršič et al. 2017a, b). As the QSOs were purposefully chosen to be blind to any intervening absorption line systems, the XQ-100 data set provides a randomly selected sample of subDLAs and DLAs to assess their cosmological contribution to the evolution of neutral gas at redshifts modestly probed in past surveys (Sánchez-Ramírez et al. 2016; Berg et al. 2016a, 2017, 2019a; Christensen et al. 2017). Details about the XQ-100 survey design and data reduction are summarized in López et al. (2016).

The XQ-100 absorber catalogue consists of 155 subDLAs and 43 DLAs (Sánchez-Ramírez et al. 2016; Berg et al. 2019a). In brief, the absorbers were visually identified in the XQ-100 spectra by searching for simultaneous Ly$\alpha$, Ly$\beta$, and Ly$\gamma$ absorption consistent with simulated Voigt profiles of column density of log(N(HI)) $> 19.0$. The search for subDLA Ly$\alpha$ absorption was truncated bluewards of the observed-frame wavelength corresponding to the Lyman limit of the QSO due to the lack of continuum to properly fit any Ly$\alpha$ absorption. HI column densities and absorption redshifts ($z_{\text{abs}}$) for the identified systems were measured by simultaneously fitting the continuum and Voigt profiles to the corresponding absorption for several Lyman series lines (typically Ly$\alpha$, Ly$\beta$, Ly$\gamma$, and Ly$\delta$). For more details about the identification and HI properties of the XQ-100 subDLAs, see Berg et al. (2019a).

With the increasing density of Lyman series absorption towards bluer wavelengths, there is an increasing chance of false-positive identification of log(N(HI)) $\lesssim 19.4$, $z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.2$ subDLAs due to blending of lower column density systems. Although using the presence of metal lines to remove false positives is common practice in the literature, the method introduces potential metallicity biases by preferentially removing low metallicity systems. Given the resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the XQ-100 data, requiring the presence of metal lines would potentially remove systems with [M/H] $\lesssim -2$ from the sample. Furthermore, $\approx 40$ per cent of the subDLAs identified in Berg et al. (2019a) have the commonly identified C IV and Si IV in blended or noisy regions, which can also produce selection effects at various redshifts when these key metal lines shift into the Ly$\alpha$ forest.

To provide an upper and lower limit on the true distribution of subDLAs within the XQ-100 survey, we follow the method outlined in Berg et al. (2019a) and split the XQ-100 subDLA absorbers into two samples: the full catalogue of subDLAs (abbreviated FS; 155 subDLAs) and those with at least one confirmed detection of a metal species from the method outlined in Section 2.2 (referred to as the
metal-selected sample, MS, see Table 3; 80 systems). Throughout the paper, we remove all proximate absorbers to the host QSO (i.e. absorbers whose $z_{abs}$ is within 5000 km s$^{-1}$ of the QSO’s redshift), as proximate systems have been shown to have different metal abundance patterns and ionization conditions (Ellison et al. 2002, 2010; Ellison, Prochaska & Mendel 2011; Berg et al. 2016a; Krogager et al. 2016), we conservatively flagged the line as a lower limit if the strongest absorption component dropped below a continuum-normalized flux of 0.5 unless a weaker absorption line of the same species could confirm the measured column density is accurate. Additionally, any absorption containing some blending was flagged as an upper limit.

If no absorption was detected for the metal species, we derive a 3σ upper limit assuming the metal absorption line is an unresolved single component with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) equal to the instrument resolution (Pettini et al. 1994). The resulting column density limit is given by

$$N = \frac{3m_e e^2 \text{FWHM}}{\pi e^2 f \lambda (1 + z_{abs}) \text{snr}},$$

(2)

where the FWHM corresponds to the resolution (measured in the same units as $\lambda$) of the corresponding X-Shooter arm and snr is the average signal-to-noise ratio (per pixel) of the continuum within the velocity bounds for the AODM measurement. Note that the measured snr and thus the column density upper limits are sensitive to continuum level (Berg et al. 2016a). Errors on the AODM are derived using the variance obtained from the corresponding error spectrum. For marginally detected absorption lines, we demand a 5σ detection for our sample only removes uncertain cases where small dips in the continuum close to the expected absorption can be consistent with noise.

The column density for each absorption line is tabulated in Table 2 (full version of Table 2 is available online), along with the corresponding AODM velocity bounds, and flag indicating whether the absorption is adopted (+1), saturated or a lower limit (+2), undetected (+4), or blended (+8). Note that these flags can be combined, such that lines that are both blended and saturated would have a flag of +10. For reference, Table 1 summarizes the number of subDLAs where: the species is detected (including both unsaturated and saturated absorption; $n_{det}$), and there is sufficient data quality to obtain a reliable column density or upper limit measurement ($n_{covered}$). The frequency of metal line detections for species ($f_{det} = n_{det} / n_{total}$) is also provided in Table 1. Fig. A1 provides the absorption line profiles in each subDLA (only metal species with $f_{det} > 0$).

Following our previous metal column density measurements for the XQ-100 DLAs (Berg et al. 2016a), the final adopted column density ($N_{\text{adopt}}$) for each ion was computed using the following criteria:

(i) If only one transition line has a flag of +1, the corresponding column density is adopted.

(ii) If multiple transition lines of a given ionization species have a flag of +1, the error-weighted average column density using all cleanly detected lines is taken. The error on the adopted column density is computed using the standard deviation of the column densities. Note that the errors on individual column density measurements are typically much smaller than the difference in column densities measured.

(iii) If there are no transition lines with a flag of +1, but the difference between the most constraining upper and lower limits on

| Table 1. XQ-100 subDLA ion detection statistics. |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Ion | $n_{det}$ | $n_{covered}$ | $f_{det}$ |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Al II | 37 | 123 | 0.30 |
| Al III | 4 | 109 | 0.04 |
| C I | 0 | 120 | 0.00 |
| C II | 26 | 35 | 0.74 |
| C IV | 61 | 101 | 0.60 |
| Ca II | 0 | 87 | 0.00 |
| Cr II | 0 | 72 | 0.00 |
| Cr II | 0 | 124 | 0.00 |
| Fe II | 29 | 152 | 0.19 |
| Mg I | 0 | 43 | 0.00 |
| Mg II | 39 | 89 | 0.44 |
| Mn II | 0 | 104 | 0.00 |
| Ni II | 0 | 143 | 0.00 |
| O I | 21 | 31 | 0.68 |
| S II | 0 | 11 | 0.00 |
| Si II | 45 | 136 | 0.33 |
| Si III | 0 | 107 | 0.00 |
| Si IV | 38 | 56 | 0.68 |
| Ti II | 0 | 102 | 0.00 |
| Zn II | 0 | 124 | 0.00 |
the column density is <0.4 dex, the average of the two constraining column densities is taken. The error in the adopted column density is replaced by half the difference between the corresponding limits.

(iv) If there are no transition lines with a flag of +1, the most constraining limit is adopted. If there is both an upper and lower limit, the upper limit is preferentially adopted (unless the conditions of step iii are met).

We adopt a minimum error on $N_{\text{adop}}$ of 0.05 dex to account for errors in the continuum placement as was measured using multiple continuum fits to the XQ-100 quasars (Berg et al. 2016a).

### 2.3 Metallicities and ionization modelling

To enable the comparison of the gas-phase metallicity evolution between subDLAs and DLAs, we adopt the same method as previous studies (Rafelski et al. 2012, 2014; Quiret et al. 2016) that choose a single low-ionization species to represent the total gas-phase metallicity of the system ([M/H]), with preference for volatile elements to avoid effects of dust depletion. Following Quiret et al. (2016), we adopt the following ion abundance in decreasing order of $\lambda_{\text{v}}$:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QSO</th>
<th>$z_{\text{abs}}$</th>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (Å)</th>
<th>$v_{\text{min}}$ (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$v_{\text{max}}$ (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>log(N) log(atoms cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Flag</th>
<th>log($N_{\text{adop}}$) log(atoms cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>log($N_{\text{adop}} + IC$) log(atoms cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Al II</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;11.53</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>&lt;11.35</td>
<td>&lt; 12.26 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Al III</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;11.65</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>&lt;11.53</td>
<td>&lt; 12.34 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Al III</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.09</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>13.02 ± 0.03</td>
<td>14.22 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>C IV</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>-275</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>13.14 ± 0.04</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>13.08 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>C IV</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>-275</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>13.14 ± 0.04</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ca I</td>
<td>2276</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.62</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>13.08 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ca I</td>
<td>3994</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;11.76</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>&lt;10.93</td>
<td>&lt; 12.19 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ca II</td>
<td>3969</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.62</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ca II</td>
<td>3969</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.62</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Cr II</td>
<td>2056</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.25</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Cr II</td>
<td>2062</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.57</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Cr II</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.65</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Cr II</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.65</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Fe II</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.77</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>12.64 ± 0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Fe II</td>
<td>2586</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12.51 ± 0.06</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Fe II</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12.51 ± 0.06</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Fe II</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12.51 ± 0.06</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Mn II</td>
<td>2576</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;11.89</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Mn II</td>
<td>2594</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.08</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Mn II</td>
<td>2606</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.30</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Mn II</td>
<td>2606</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.30</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ni II</td>
<td>1709</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;13.25</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ni II</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>&lt;13.07</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ni II</td>
<td>1751</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>&lt;13.07</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ti II</td>
<td>3073</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.25</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ti II</td>
<td>3242</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.30</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Ti II</td>
<td>3242</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.30</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Zn II</td>
<td>2026</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;11.67</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Zn II</td>
<td>2026</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.00</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J0003–2603</td>
<td>3.05490</td>
<td>Zn II</td>
<td>2026</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;12.00</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The gas-phase metallicity for all the XQ-100 subDLAs following this method is tabulated in Table 3, and assume the Asplund et al. (2009) solar abundances.

Although the described method works well for DLAs due to the presence of self-shielded gas, it is unclear for a given subDLA how much of the material is ionized to a higher state from the UV background radiation, as corrections typically range between ≈0 and 0.7 dex (Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2003; Milutinovic et al. 2010). To account for these ionization effects in this work, we used the same method as Crighton et al. (2015) and Fumagalli et al. (2016) to run Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) modelling on each subDLA to estimate an ionization-corrected gas-phase metallicity ([M/H]$_{IC}$). In brief, the MCMC modelling method uses a grid of CLOUDY models (version 17; Ferland et al. 2017) that maps each set of CLOUDY input parameters (gas density, H I column density, redshift, and [M/H]$_{IC}$) to the corresponding column densities of all metal ions that we considered in this work. The MCMC sampler searches this input parameter space for models with the column density pattern that best matches the H I and metal ion column densities measured (excluding C I as it probes cold gas), including lower and upper limits. The output of the MCMC modelling is a probability distribution of the independent sets of input parameters that can best match the observed column densities. In this paper, we adopt the minimal model parameters of Fumagalli et al. (2016) that assume a single...
phase slab of gas at constant gas density \((n_\text{H})\) illuminated on one side by both the Haardt & Madau (2012) UV and the cosmic microwave backgrounds. All metals are assumed to be in the gas phase with a solar abundance pattern of Asplund et al. (2009). We refer the reader to Fumagalli et al. (2016) for a thorough assessment of the model and its implications for CGM gas.

For each subDLA, the input priors include the measured \(N(\text{H})\) and error, \(z_{\text{abs}}\) (assuming an error of 0.001), and all adopted metal column densities with their corresponding errors. The precision of the estimated output parameters depends on how many column density measurements are provided to constrain the sampled models. In Table 3 (full version online), we report the values of the ionization-corrected gas-phase metallicity \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}}\) and gas density corresponding to the median of the probability distribution function (PDF) and the 1σ percentiles errors derived from the MCMC analysis. We note that for the candidate subDLAs where no metals are detected (Section 2.1), the MCMC modelling of the \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}}\) is only constrained by upper limits on a couple of key metal lines. In these cases, the MCMC modelling is poorly constrained and it is thus possible that the true metallicity of the subDLA is below the minimum metallicity of the \textsc{cloudy} grid \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}} < -4\). Although we include the output from the MCMC modelling in Table 3 for these poorly constrained systems, we caution the user that the corresponding \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}}\) is potentially upper limits to the true metallicity.

The resulting difference between \([\text{M/H}]\) and \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}}\) for all the metal-selected sample is shown in Fig. 1, as a function of both \([\text{M/H}]\) and \(\log N(\text{H})\) (as shown by the colour of the points). As expected, the largest differences between \([\text{M/H}]\) and \([\text{M/H}]_{\text{IC}}\) occur more frequently at \(\log N(\text{H}) \lesssim 19.6\), where the effects of self-shielding are lost (Zheng & Miralda-Escudé 2002).

We also estimate ICs on the column densities for each ion by comparing the measured column density to the total column density of all ionization states within a \textsc{cloudy} model \((N_i(X))\). For ion \(X_i\), the corresponding IC to the column density \([IC(X_i)]\) is defined as

\[
\text{IC}(X_i) = N_i(X) - N(X_i).
\]

Using the marginalized PDFs of \textsc{cloudy} models from the MCMC modelling of each system to obtain a distribution of \(N_i(X)\) values, we adopt the median and 1σ percentiles of the resulting IC(X_i) distribution for each system as the IC and error for every species. The ionization-corrected column densities \([\log(N + IC)]\) and associated errors are provided in Table 2 only for systems with detected metals (i.e. within the MS). Note that the IC PDFs in this work are consistent with the range of ICs derived for other subDLAs in previous works that use \textsc{cloudy} (e.g. Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2003; Milutinovic et al. 2010; Battisti et al. 2012; Som et al. 2015). We emphasize that differences in the IC PDFs will arise when a particular ion (or set of ions) is used, especially if the selected ion(s) traces a particular ionization state of the gas, as our statistical approach combines all available ionization species. Below we discuss the effects of combining multiple ionization states on the derived ICs (Section 2.3.2).

### 2.3.1 Effects of dust depletion

The depletion of gas on to dust grains plagues metallicity measurements in QSO absorber analyses, as a component of the total metal content is missed. Such an effect is suspected to have an impact on the total metallicity evolution of subDLAs and DLAs (De Cia et al. 2016; Krogaer et al. 2019; Poudel et al. 2020). Corrections for dust depletion can be computed, but require the detection of multiple chemical elements in the absorber to either model the physical and chemical properties (Jenkins 2009; De Cia et al. 2016) or measure abundance ratios of elements with similar nucleosynthetic origins (Berg et al. 2015a). For the XQ-100 subDLAs, there are insufficient detections of multiple elements to appropriately model the dust depletion in these system.

In such cases, the most appropriate course of action is to use available volatile metal tracers to measure the metallicity (Rafelski et al. 2012). As described above, we implemented such a strategy to measure \([\text{M/H}]\). Fig. 2 shows the XQ-100 subDLAs \([\text{M/H}]\) as a
As we are using the same MCMC-based [M/H] IC modelling as Fumagalli et al. (2016), we expect the effects of including dust α forest given the XQ-100 QSO redshifts. On the other hand, the more wavelengths and oscillator strengths, making them easier to identify across all redshifts covered by the XQ-100 absorbers. Coupled with underestimates in [M/H] due to dust depletion, we note that using a single ion as a [M/H] tracer can lead to potential selection effects that complicate the interpretation of metallicity evolution.

In their MCMC ionization modelling, Fumagalli et al. (2016) experimented with changing the underlying solar abundance pattern by the Jenkins (2009) dust depletion pattern. From their experiment, Fumagalli et al. (2016) found that both the inferred ionization-corrected metallicity and gas density between their nominal and dust-depleted abundance patterns models are highly correlated, with strong metallicity differences at low redshifts and high metallicity ([M/H]IC ≳ −1.0). For the 85 subDLAs in the Fumagalli et al. (2016) sample that match the redshift and metallicity range of the XQ-100 absorbers, the median [M/H]IC offset with ±1σ percentile confidence intervals after including the effects of dust depletion is 0.00±0.10. Note that for the majority of the absorbers in Fumagalli et al. (2016), the systematic offsets in [M/H]IC after including dust depletion are much smaller than the error in the ionization modelling. We have not included any dust corrections to our derived [M/H]IC. As we are using the same MCMC-based [M/H]IC modelling as Fumagalli et al. (2016), we expect the effects of including dust depletion and/or nucleosynthesis in the ionization modelling to be equally significant for the XQ-100 sample and expect the same statistical systematic offsets of 0.00±0.06 to apply for the XQ-100 subDLAs.

2.3.2 Effects of ionization assumptions

While we assume a typical QSO absorption line model of a single phase medium in our CLOUDY modelling, it is possible that the subDLAs probe multiphase gas or gas exposed to a local stellar radiation source. For example, the lack of correlation in column density of high ionization species (e.g. C IV and Si IV) across more than three orders of magnitude in N(H I) can potentially be explained as a kinematically distinct outer shell of CGM-like material surrounding the increasing amount of neutral, ISM-like gas within a galaxy (Fox et al. 2007; Milutinovic et al. 2010; Prochaska et al. 2015). For reference, Fig. 3 shows log(N(C IV) and log(N(Si IV)) (top right and bottom right panels, respectively) as a function of log(N(H I)) for Lyman Limit systems (LLS; QSO absorbers with 17.0 ≤ log(N(H I)) < 19.0) and subDLAs from XQ-100 and Prochaska et al. (2015). A Spearman-rank correlation test1 demonstrates a lack of correlation of high ion column density with increasing log(N(H I)); ρSpear and its associated p-value are shown in the respective panels of Fig. 3. For comparison, the low ion counterparts (log(N(C II)) and log(N(Si II); top left and bottom left panels, respectively) show an increase in metal column with increasing log(N(H I)) (with the null hypothesis that there is no correlation rejected at >3σ significance using a Spearman-rank correlation test, as previously seen by Jorgenson et al. 2013; Prochaska et al. 2015). Therefore, if there is indeed a multiphase structure to subDLA gas, it may not be appropriate to mix both high and low ions’ states as constraints in the modelling.

To test how much influence the high ion component has on the MCMC modelling, we reran our code assuming all log(N(C IV) and log(N(Si IV)) measurements as upper limits, assuming only a portion of the high ion material is co-existent with the low ionized species. Fig. 4 shows the difference in the gas-phase metallicity measured when treating log(N(C IV) and log(N(Si IV)) as upper limits ([M/H]IC, low ion) relative to the original run ([M/H]IC), as a function of [M/H]IC and log(N(H I)) (represented by the colour of the points). Note that the absorbers shown in these plots represent a biased subset of the subDLAs, in that they must also have a detection (including lower limits) of at least one low ionization species to be able to properly assess [M/H]IC, low ion. Comparing to the typical error in [M/H]IC (grey band in both panels of Fig. 4), subDLAs with log(N(H I)) ≲ 19.5 and [M/H]IC ≲ −2 tend to have underestimated metallicities when assuming a single phase, and potentially need to be modelled with a multiphase prescription. However, many of these systems with large offsets in [M/H]IC, low ion ~ [M/H]IC have [M/H]IC, low ion constrained only by either a single ion’s column density or rely solely on lower limits on the metal column densities, leading to highly uncertain ICs (see discussion above). Despite this systematic increase in the gas-phase metallicity from assuming a multiphase medium, we emphasize that when including this affect in the results presented in Section 3, our conclusions remain consistent within the 1σ scatter of the measurements from assuming a single phase, and thus do not change our interpretations.

We also reran our MCMC modelling with the inclusion of a galaxy radiation component on top of the UV background. We used the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the same local galaxy source models as described in Fumagalli et al. (2016), using an updated model grid with the same resolution as the
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Figure 3. The metal column density of four commonly observed species (C II, Si II, C IV, Si IV; top left, bottom left, top right, and bottom right, respectively) as a function of log\(N(H I)\) for LLSs and subDLAs from XQ-100 and Prochaska et al. (2015). Upper and lower limits are denoted by the light and dark grey triangles (respectively), while clean detections are shown as black circles. The Spearman-rank correlation parameters (\(\rho_{\text{Spear}}\)) and its \(1\sigma\) confidence intervals, and associated \(p\)-values are shown in the top left corner of each panel. It is clear from the Spearman-rank correlation tests that there is no evidence of correlation of log\(N(C IV)\) nor log\(N(Si IV)\) with log\(N(H I)\), but a modest correlation exists for C II and Si II.

Figure 4. The relative difference in the gas-phase metallicity measured upon treating log\(N(C IV)\) and log\(N(Si IV)\) as upper limits (\([M/H]_{IC, \text{low ion}}\)) relative to the original run (\([M/H]_{IC}\)). The difference in metallicity is shown as a function of \([M/H]_{IC}\), with the points colour coded by their \(H I\) column density. The shaded grey band shows the region in which the measured difference is consistent within the typical 17th and 83rd percentiles of the \([M/H]_{IC}\) distribution, while the error bars on the individual points represent the same percentile range for the individual system. SubDLAs with log\(N(H I)\) \(\lesssim 19.5\) and \([M/H]_{IC} \lesssim -2\) are the only systems that are significantly sensitive to a multiphase prescription.

Figure 5. The relative difference in the gas-phase metallicity measured upon including a stellar radiation component (\([M/H]_{IC, gal+UVB}\)) relative to the original run with only the extragalactic UV background (\([M/H]_{IC}\)). The notation of this figure is the same as Fig. 4. There appears to be no significant effect of including a stellar component in the CLOUDY modelling.

Distance from the slab of gas. The distance of the source to the gas slab is accounted for by varying the flux of the stellar radiation term within the MCMC ionization modelling. Similar to Fig. 4, Fig. 5 shows the relative difference in \([M/H]_{IC}\) when including the stellar radiation component (\([M/H]_{IC, gal+UVB}\)) to the fiducial \([M/H]_{IC}\) for the FS subDLAs. We remind the reader that, as with the low ionization modelling above, several systems are poorly constrained due to a lack of detection of metals, particularly those at low metallicity. Differences in metallicity for these systems are highly uncertain. As \([M/H]_{IC}\) is predominantly constrained by the ionization parameter \(U \propto \phi n_H^{-1}\) (where \(\phi\) is the ionizing photon flux), the \(\lesssim 1\sigma\) difference between \([M/H]_{IC, gal+UVB}\) and \([M/H]\) for the bulk of the subDLAs...
is suggestive that the metallicity and ICs are less sensitive to the inclusion of the stellar ionizing flux for the range of $n_H$ probed (see also Fumagalli et al. 2016).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Mean metallicity

Within a given redshift bin, we define the H I-weighted mean gas-phase metallicity $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ as

$$\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle = \log \left( \frac{\sum_i N(H_i) 10^{M(H_i)/12}}{\sum_i N(H_i)} \right),$$

where $N(H_i)$, and $[M/H]_i$ are the respective $N(H_i)$ and metallicity of the $i$th subDLA in the redshift bin. To properly include both sampling and measurement errors in our computation of $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$, we use a bootstrap-Monte Carlo (B-MC) resampling technique, as was implemented in Sánchez-Ramírez et al. (2016) and Berg et al. (2019a). In summary, for each iteration of the B-MC method, the measured $[M/H]$ and log$N(H_i)$ for each subDLA is varied within their errors (assuming a Gaussian distribution). Within each iteration, a mock XQ-100 subDLA sample (i.e. 150 systems) is then randomly selected from these varied measurements (with replacement). This process is repeated 10 000 times to create 10 000 simulated catalogues of absorbers.

We experimented with including and excluding $[M/H]$ limits into the B-MC simulation by adopting a random metallicity from a uniform distribution of values between an arbitrary minimum or maximum metallicity (for upper or lower limits, respectively) and the limiting value. Given that there is no true metallicity floor or ceiling, the choice of these arbitrary bounds can affect the calculation of $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$. We experimented with different metallicity floors ($[M/H] = -3, -5,$ and $-7$) and ceilings ($[M/H] = +0.25, +0.5, +0.75,$ and $+1.0$). Once the metallicity upper limits are included (rather than being ignored), there is a significant drop in the computed $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ of XQ-100 by up to $\approx -0.4$ dex. The choice of metallicity floor does not significantly affect $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ ($\lesssim 0.1$ dex differences comparing the metallicity floors of $[M/H] = -3$ and $-\infty$). We therefore include upper limits in our B-MC simulations following this methodology, using a metallicity floor of $[M/H] = -7$ (in line with the most metal-poor stars known; e.g. [Fe/H] $\approx -7$ from Keller et al. 2014). For lower limits, the choice of the maximum metallicity adopted has a significant impact on the $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ by up to $+0.25$ dex (assuming a ceiling of $[M/H] \geq +1.0$; see thick and thin purple lines in the top panel of Fig. 6). Given that subDLAs and DLAs at such high metallicities are rarely observed (Rafelski et al. 2012; Berg et al. 2015b; Fumagalli et al. 2016; Quiret et al. 2016) and that the typical 1$\sigma$ variation in $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ is $\approx 0.3$ dex from measurement errors and sampling effects, we chose to exclude metallicity lower limits in our calculations as they should have little effect on the computation $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$.

3.2 Mean metallicity evolution of subDLAs

In order to compare the gas-phase metallicity evolution of subDLAs with DLAs, we applied the B-MC methodology to the XQ-100 subDLAs and a statistical DLA sample composed of DLAs from Rafelski et al. (2012, 2014) and the XQ-100 survey (Berg et al. 2016a). Given the uncertainty in the number of metal-poor subDLAs without metal line detections [i.e. absorbers only in the full sample (FS) catalogue], we also computed the mean gas-phase metallicity evolution of both the full and metal-selected subDLAs. To compute the evolution of $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ with redshift, we used a sliding bin technique, where $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ is computed within redshift bin width of $\Delta z_{\text{abs}} = 0.5$. The bin is then moved in redshift increments of $\delta z_{\text{abs}} = 0.05$ in order to finely sample the effects of absorbers being added and removed from the bin and remove effect from the choice of bins. The results using the sliding bin technique are broadly independent of the choice of $\Delta z_{\text{abs}}$ and $\delta z_{\text{abs}}$, assuming reasonable values for these two parameters.

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the median $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ evolution for the subDLAs (purple lines) and DLA (orange line) samples. The subDLA is split into the FS (solid purple line) and MS (dashed purple line). The darker and lighter shaded regions represent the 67 and 90 per cent confidence intervals (respectively) for the DLA and FS subDLAs.

To compare to previous subDLA studies over a similar redshift range, we also included the sample from the High Dispersion LLS survey (HD-LLS; Prochaska et al. 2015; Fumagalli et al. 2016, magenta dotted line, computed using the same B-MC method without ionization or dust corrections). In brief, the HD-LLS survey selected all absorbers (including subDLAs) from QSO sightlines targeted for H I absorption studies, with the subDLAs being identified solely based on the presence of H I. We also show the two high-redshift bins of the mean gas-phase metallicity for subDLAs from the ESO UVES Advance Data Products Quasar Sample (EUADP; Zafar et al. 2013; Quiret et al. 2016) as the black crosses. As the EUADP sample typically probes lower redshifts than XQ-100 or the HD-LLS surveys and the EUADP subDLAs were selected based on metal absorption lines, it is not possible to make a direct comparison to the EUADP sample. We point out that the sudden drop in gas-phase metallicity for subDLAs at $z_{\text{abs}} \gtrsim 4.2$ is a consequence of a decreasing number of systems at these redshifts, and is likely not real.

There are three striking results in the top panel of Fig. 6. First, there appears to be very little difference in the gas-phase metallicity evolution between the XQ-100 subDLAs (either MS and FS) and DLAs, with both populations exhibiting an approximately constant H I-weighted gas-phase metallicity between 2.7 $\lesssim z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 4.3$. However, the subDLAs are systematically more metal poor on average than the DLAs by 0.2-0.3 dex (albeit at $< 1\sigma$ significance) across the entire redshift range. The low metallicities that we find in subDLAs contrast with $z_{\text{abs}} > 3$ subDLAs which have previously been found to have metallicities that are higher than DLAs (Péroux et al. 2008; Kulka rni et al. 2010; Som et al. 2015; Quiret et al. 2016). Our results are also in contrast with the HD-LLS subDLAs, which show a much steeper evolution, matching the high metallicities seen in the literature at $z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3$, but quickly dropping to the low metallicities traced by the XQ-100 subDLAs. The differences between the various samples could potentially be explained by at least one of the following issues: selection biases between the three subDLA samples, dust depletion, or ICs (Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009). We discuss each of these in turn below.

3.2.1 Sample selection effects

As pointed out in Section 2.1 and discussed in more detail in Berg et al. (2019a), metal-selection techniques of H I absorbers are typically employed to discern between genuine subDLAs and false positives (such as two blended Ly $\alpha$ forest clouds), and may potentially introduce biases into the selection of metal abundances. For example, these metallicity-selection methods can miss metal-poor subDLAs if the observations are not sufficiently deep, and thus artificially increases the $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ measurement. Additionally, $z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 1.7$ subDLAs are selected using strong Mg II absorption,
Figure 6. Gas-phase metallicity evolution of the subDLAs (purple) and DLAs (orange) without (top panel) and with (bottom panel) ICs applied. SubDLAs are split into full (purple dashed line) and metal-selected (purple solid line) samples. Curves are generated from sliding bin approach used in previous XQ-100 DLA/subDLA papers. The DLA sample consists of the XQ-100 DLA measurements (Berg et al. 2016a) plus the literature catalogue of Rafelski et al. (2014, R14). The mean gas-phase metallicity for the two highest redshift bins of Quiret et al. (2016, Q16) are shown as black crosses in the top panel. The B-MC method is also applied to the subDLAs from the HD-LLS sample (Fumagalli et al. 2016), and is shown by the dashed magenta line. The thin purple lines in the upper panel denote the effects of including lower limits in the XQ-100 subDLA data set, assuming a metallicity ceiling of $+1.0$ dex. Note that for the FS of subDLAs with no metal lines detected, the best-fitting ionization models are poorly constrained, typically reaching the lowest metallicity limit of the CLOUDY ionization grid ($[M/H] = -4$), but could still be lower if such low metallicity systems exist. The thin dash–dotted line in the lower panel shows the $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ evolution of the FS subDLAs upon the inclusion of an additional local galaxy radiation source.

which can potentially lead to biases in the overall metallicity of these systems (Murphy et al. 2007; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009; Berg et al. 2017, conversely see discussions in Kulkarni et al. 2007 and Rao et al. 2017 for counterarguments) and thus lead to higher metallicities and/or stronger metallicity evolution relative to DLAs. While these metal line selection methods are effective at finding systems, particularly at low redshifts where the metallicity is higher, we must proceed with caution at higher redshifts where low column density, metal-poor systems are more frequent.

We tested the significance of metal-selection techniques using the XQ-100 data by splitting the subDLAs into the MS and FS (solid and dashed purple lines in the top panel of Fig. 6), effectively providing bounds on the $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ evolution from using metal selection techniques or not. It is clear that, although the measured $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ for the MS is indeed higher than the FS subDLAs, it is not sufficient to explain the higher gas-phase metallicity of the Quiret et al. (2016) best-fitting evolution at lower redshifts (i.e. black line in Fig. 6). As discussed in Berg et al. (2019a), Ly $\alpha$ absorption from low column density subDLAs seen at $z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.2$ become increasingly difficult to separate from higher Lyman series lines. In addition, strong metal lines (e.g. C IV and Si IV doublets) common in subDLAs shift into the Ly $\alpha$ forest. While the FS subDLAs may have a significant number of false-positives, the FS provides a lower bound on $\langle Z/Z_\odot \rangle$ from metal-blind selection effects.

To highlight the properties of the various samples, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of log$N$(H I) as a function $z_{\text{abs}}$ for the three absorber
samples (XQ-100 subDLA, HD-LLS subDLA, and DLA samples; purple circles, magenta squares, and orange circles, respectively). We highlight two differences in the sampling of the two subDLA samples: the bulk of the HD-LLS subDLAs are at \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.3\) with only 14 subDLAs at higher redshift, and the XQ-100 sample contains only five \(\log(N(\text{H}1)) \gtrsim 19.5\) absorbers at redshift \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3\) (compared the 18 HD-LLS systems in the same redshift and \(\text{H}1\) column density range). The poor sampling of subDLAs in the respective regimes can potentially lead to the significant difference between the XQ-100 and HD-LLS subDLA samples, particularly as the XQ-100 subDLAs are mostly at \([\text{M}/\text{H}] \lesssim -1.5\) at \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3\). The differences in the column density distributions of both XQ-100 and HD-LLS subDLA samples likely imply the two samples are probing different physical conditions (such as different gas densities), resulting in different ICs. As discussed below, the inclusion of ionization modelling can correct for these differences in physical conditions between samples.

Another possibility for the large discrepancies could come from variations in data quality. While the XQ-100 survey provides a consistently modest signal-to-noise ratio across all 100 QSO spectra, both the HD-LLS and EUADP samples use data from various observing programs of different data quality, instrumental resolutions (HD-LLS only), and target selection (such as pre-selecting for absorbers). For example, the signal-to-noise ratio of the HD-LLS measurements vary between \(\approx 10\) and 40 pixel\(^{-1}\), using resolving powers \(R = 5000\)–10 000 (Prochaska et al. 2015), introducing variations in metallicity sensitivity by up to \(\lesssim 1\) dex across the HD-LLS data. Thus some HD-LLS sightlines are more sensitive to metal-poor objects than XQ-100. Although the higher resolution of Keck/HIRES (HD-LLS sample) and VLT/UVES (EUADP) should both aid in the removal of equivalent metal-poor false positive absorbers found in XQ-100 at \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.2\) and potentially explain the discrepancy in the steeper \((Z/Z_\odot)\) evolution implied by the HD-LLS and EUADP samples, we emphasize that most of the absorbers exclusively in the FS have \(\log(N(\text{H}1)) \lesssim 19.4\) and are at \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.2\) (i.e. where the prominent metal lines are within the Ly\(\alpha\) forest; Berg et al. 2019a); the FS systems should not contribute significantly to the \(\text{H}1\)-weighted \((Z/Z_\odot)\) due to their low \(\text{H}1\) column densities.

### 3.2.2 Dust depletion

The differences in sample properties (Section 2.3.1), data quality, and resolution between the XQ-100 and HD-LLS surveys can greatly influence the detection of different elements, as some of the typical volatile elements used as total metallicity tracers are also weak lines (i.e. S\(\text{II}\) and Zn\(\text{II}\)) or are often blended with the Ly\(\alpha\) forest (O\(\text{I}\)). For redshifts \(z_{\text{abs}} \lesssim 3.2\) (where the discrepancy between the XQ-100 and HD-LLS \((Z/Z_\odot)\) evolution is biggest), only 1 of 24 of the \([\text{M}/\text{H}]\) detections for the XQ-100 subDLAs makes use of a volatile element compared to \(\approx 25\) per cent of the HD-LLS subDLAs. When only refractory elements are used (Si, Fe, Mg) in our computation of \((Z/Z_\odot)\) for the XQ-100 and HD-LLS subDLAs at \(z_{\text{abs}} \gtrsim 3.2\), we found \((Z/Z_\odot)\) changed by at most 0.2 dex in a given redshift bin. Assuming there is little redshift evolution in the dust content in absorbers (De Cia et al. 2018), it is unlikely that the treatment of dust can explain the discrepancy in \((Z/Z_\odot)\) between the three subDLA samples (Péroux et al. 2007).

We note that the bulk of QSOs observed in the XQ-100, EUADP, and HD-LLS surveys were selected based on optical photometry. Various studies have demonstrated that optically selected QSOs can have a significant effect on the measured \(\text{H}1\) column density distribution function and \((Z/Z_\odot)\) by missing some of the most metal-rich systems (Jorgenson et al. 2013; Krogager et al. 2019). Given that the two surveys being compared in this work all use optically selected QSOs and the systems’ metallicities are measured with the same methodology, their relative evolution of \((Z/Z_\odot)\) should be consistent with each other; but may not completely encompass the total metallicity evolution of subDLAs.

### 3.2.3 Ionization effects

As discussed in Section 2.3, subDLAs are not completely self-shielded and can be affected by external ionizing radiation sources. To study the effects of ionizing radiation, we recomputed the \((Z/Z_\odot)\) for all the subDLAs and DLA samples using the MCMC-derived metallicities \([\text{M}/\text{H}]_\text{IC}\) presented in Section 2.3. We elected to draw \([\text{M}/\text{H}]_\text{IC}\) values from the resulting MCMC posterior probability density distribution for each subDLA in the B–MC simulation to account for the errors in the metallicity. The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows the resulting \((Z/Z_\odot)\) curves using \([\text{M}/\text{H}]_\text{IC}\) in place of \([\text{M}/\text{H}]\) for the two subDLA samples. We remind the reader that the MCMC simulations poorly constrain \([\text{M}/\text{H}]_\text{IC}\) for systems without metal detections such that the solid purple line in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 only used as a reference to study the relative effects on \((Z/Z_\odot)\) from including these metal-poor systems.

With the inclusion of the estimated ICs for subDLAs, it is clear from the bottom panel of Fig. 6 that the difference at low redshifts in \((Z/Z_\odot)\) between the HD-LLS and XQ-100 subDLA samples disappears. The inclusion of ICs demonstrates, with respect to DLAs, that the XQ-100 subDLAs exhibit a steeper gas-phase metallicity evolution for redshifts \(2.7 \leq z_{\text{abs}} \leq 4.4\). Additionally, subDLAs still
appear to be more metal poor than DLAs at $\gtrsim 1\sigma$ significance ($\sim 2.5\leq [M/H]_{\text{IC}} \leq -1.7$; compared to $[M/H] \approx -1.5$ in DLAs over the same redshift range), consistent with what is seen in Fumagalli et al. (2016).

The thin dash–dotted line in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows the FS subDLA sample using ICs derived from the inclusion of a galaxy radiation source (Section 2.3.2). There is a $\lesssim 0.3$ dex offset in $(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$ once a stellar component to the radiation field is added. Nevertheless, the general trend of $(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$ from the inclusion of a galaxy radiation source remains consistent with the trends seen for the MS and FS samples. With the dash–dotted metallicity curve bounded by the FS and MS samples, the effects of sample selection have a much more significant effect than the choice of radiation source.

Independent of potential ionization and sample selection effects, it is evident from the top and bottom panels of Fig. 6 that subDLAs at $3.0 \leq z_{\text{abs}} \leq 4.3$ are on average more metal poor than DLAs across the same redshift range, which is in contrast to what is seen at redshifts $z_{\text{abs}} \gtrsim 2$ (Péroux et al. 2007; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009; Som et al. 2013; Quiret et al. 2016). The inclusion of ICs (i.e. bottom panel of 6), which are required to remove significant systematic errors, can also reconcile the differences between the observed $(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$ evolution from the HD-LLS and XQ-100 subDLAs. At face value, the inclusion of ICs extends the redshift range (from $z_{\text{abs}} \gtrsim 3.5$) at which the $(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$ of subDLAs evolves much more rapidly than DLAs (Péroux et al. 2007; Meiring et al. 2009; Som et al. 2013; Quiret et al. 2016). However, as discussed in Section 2.3, the interpretation of the nature of the redshift evolution of $(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$ hinges on correct assumptions in the ionization modelling (as previously noted, e.g. Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009; Fumagalli et al. 2016) along with a proper characterization of the false positive rate of H I selected absorbers (i.e. the difference in the solid and dashed purple curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 6), and consistent dust corrections. The evidence of multiphase gas (Fox et al. 2007; Milutinovic et al. 2010; Prochaska et al. 2015), and demonstrated in Fig. 3) requires more complex modelling. We note that the errors on log($\Omega_m$) for the XQ-100 sample are larger than for the other subDLA and DLAs samples as a result of a significant fraction of XQ-100 absorbers having poorly constrained ICs due to the few number of line detections. Our results are inconsistent with similar measurements at $z \lesssim 3$ in the literature (Prochaska et al. 2006; Péroux et al. 2007; Fumagalli et al. 2016), where subDLAs contribute $\approx 3\times$ the amount of metals than DLAs (as measured by Rafelski et al. 2014).

Although our method recovers the same log($\Omega_m$) value as Rafelski et al. (2014) for the DLAs, we point out that we underestimate the log($\Omega_m$) derived for the HD-LLS sample by almost an order of magnitude compared to the value of Fumagalli et al. (2016, log($\Omega_m$) $\approx -5.8$) using the same metallicity data. Using the functional forms of $f(N)$ and neutral fraction from Fumagalli et al. (2016), we are able to reproduce the log($\Omega_m$) for the HD-LLS sample, highlighting that the effects of the underlying functional forms of $f(N)$ and neutral fractions of the sample have a significant effect on computing log($\Omega_m$). As stated above, we elected to randomly draw pairs of neutral fraction and metallicity from the MCMC ionization modelling done by Fumagalli et al. (2016) over using a functional form fitted to the data, as this accounts for any possible degeneracies between metallicity and neutral fraction in the posterior distributions of the ionization modelling. Furthermore, the functional form of the neutral fraction used by Fumagalli et al. (2016) is a linear regression spanning three orders of magnitude of H I to cover both LLS and subDLAs in the HD-LLS sample; and thus may not be the best description of the neutral fraction in the subDLAs. To investigate the discrepancy in the derived log($\Omega_m$) between Fumagalli et al. (2016) and this paper. Fig. 8 shows the fractional difference in both the adopted neutral fraction (shown as $\frac{1}{X_{\text{HI}}}$ following equation (5); dark grey line) and $f(N)$ (light grey line) as a function of log($\text{N}(\text{H}I)$) using density of metals ($\log(\Omega_m)$). For absorbers with an N(H I) between $N_1$ and $N_2$, $\Omega_m$ is given by

$$\Omega_m = \frac{1.3m_pH_0}{c\rho_{\text{crit}}} \int_{N_1}^{N_2} \frac{N f(N)}{X_{\text{HI}}} 10^{5g(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}/c} Z_\odot dN,$$

where $m_p$ is the mass of the proton, $\rho_{\text{crit}}$ is the critical density of the Universe at redshift 0, $X_{\text{HI}}$ is the neutral fraction of atomic hydrogen gas, $f(N)$ is the H I column density distribution function of the absorber, and $Z_\odot$ is the metallicity of the Sun in mass units ($Z_\odot = 0.0142$; Asplund et al. 2009). The factor of 1.3 accounts for the mass of both atomic H and He. For each log($N(\text{H}I)$) bin in equation (5), we compute the H I–weighted mean of $X_{\text{HI}}(Z/\text{H})_{\text{IC}}$. To estimate the errors on log($\Omega_m$), we follow the same B-MC method by sampling the posterior distributions of the gas-phase metallicity and $X_{\text{HI}}$ of each system’s ionization modelling to reconstruct 10 000 samples to compute log($\Omega_m$). For each system, we randomly draw pairs of neutral fraction and metallicity from the MCMC modelling output to include any possible degeneracies between the two parameters in our computation of log($\Omega_m$). We also sample the respective $f(N)$ distributions from Berg et al. (2019a) for the FS subDLAs, MS subDLAs, and DLAs. Note that as the HD-LLS subDLA sample is selected in a similar fashion to the XQ-100 FS subDLAs, we adopt the FS $f(N)$ distribution for the computation of log($\Omega_m$) for the HD-LLS subDLAs. log($\Omega_m$) is computed within the same two redshift bins of $f(N)$ from Berg et al. (2019a, 2.3 $\leq z_{\text{abs}} < 3.2$ and 3.2 $\leq z_{\text{abs}} < 4.5$).

Table 4 presents the median and 1σ percentile confidence intervals of log($\Omega_m$) for subDLAs and DLAs for the respective subDLA and DLAs samples. We find DLAs and subDLAs contribute approximately the same amount of metals to the cosmic metal budget, with DLAs contributing between $\approx 0.8$ and $1.1 \times$ as many metals compared to subDLAs (depending on the subDLA sample and type of ionization modelling). We note that the errors on log($\Omega_m$) for the XQ-100 sample are larger than for the other subDLA and DLAs samples as a result of a significant fraction of XQ-100 absorbers having poorly constrained ICs due to the few number of line detections. Our results are inconsistent with similar measurements at $z \lesssim 3$ in the literature (Prochaska et al. 2006; Péroux et al. 2007; Fumagalli et al. 2016), where subDLAs contribute $\approx 3\times$ the amount of metals than DLAs (as measured by Rafelski et al. 2014).

3.3 The mass density of metals in subDLAs

In order to compare the relative contribution of subDLAs and DLAs to the overall metal budget of the Universe, we computed the mass
the same HD-LLS data. It is clear from Fig. 8 that the neutral fraction is at most $\approx 5\times$ larger when using our method compared to the linear regression of Fumagalli et al. (2016), while the choice of $f(N)$ has a much smaller effect on the calculation of log($\Omega_m$). We emphasize that, while our $[M/H]_{IC}$ analysis is robust to the choice of ionization modelling (Sections 2.3 and 3.2), the calculation of log($\Omega_m$) is very sensitive to a combination of both the method used to describe the neutral fraction of gas in subDLAs and LLS samples (Fumagalli et al. 2016), and the small sample sizes that do not adequately sample the diverse range in physical environments probed by subDLAs (see discussion above about differences in the HD-LLS and QX-100 subDLA samples).

To better quantify the contribution of metals from absorbers of different log($N(\text{H})$) and redshift, Fig. 9 shows log($\Omega_m$) as a function of log($N(\text{H})$) across the two redshift bins (2.3 $\leq z_{abs} < 3.2$, and 3.2 $\leq z_{abs} < 4.5$). The log($\Omega_m$) curves are generated using a sliding bin of width $\Delta \log(N(\text{H})) = 0.2$ dex and a sliding step size of 0.02 dex. Although the respective curves between the top and bottom panels are consistent with the 1$\sigma$ distributions, we note that all the log($\Omega_m$) curves for the subDLAs (QX-100 and HD-LLS samples, purple and magenta lines, respectively) show a steeper dependence on log($N(\text{H})$) in the low-redshift bin compared to the higher redshift curves, in contrast to the DLA log($\Omega_m$) curves that remain unchanged.

While the absolute contribution to log($\Omega_m$) is dependent on the implementation of the ionization modelling (such as assuming a single versus multiphase medium, solid and dashed purple lines of Fig. 9, respectively), absorbers with log($N(\text{H})$) $\leq 19.5$ appear to contribute $0.4$--$0.8$ dex more at lower redshifts while higher column density systems show a small decrease in log($\Omega_m$) (see also the total values in Table 4). This tentative redshift evolution is likely independent of absorber selection effects, as the log($\Omega_m$) curves for the FS and MS subDLAs (dotted and solid purple lines, respectively) are nearly identical. If such a redshift evolution exists, it would imply feedback processes are efficient at rapidly ejecting metals from higher density environments (such as the ISM) into lower density environments (CGM). However, larger statistical samples of subDLAs in both redshift regimes are needed to truly constrain this result.

### 3.4 $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ in subDLAs

$[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ is a commonly used diagnostic to probe the star formation history within a galaxy (Tinsley 1979), tracing the relative nucleosynthetic contribution of massive stars (the primary source of $\alpha$ elements; such as O, Si, S) to Type Ia supernovae (the main source of the Fe-peak elements). As the metallicity of the system increases, $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ remains constant at the Type II supernovae yield ($[\alpha/\text{Fe}] \approx +0.3$ dex) until the time-delayed contribution of Fe from Type Ia supernovae. The metallicity at which $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ begins to include Type Ia contributions (typically referred to as the $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ ‘knee’) provides information on how many stars were formed in the past, and can be used as a probe of relative galaxy mass (e.g. dwarfs versus Milky Way-like galaxies; Tolstoy et al. 2009).

Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the gas-phase $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ for subDLAs (both QX-100 and HD-LLS absorbers; purple circles) compared to a literature compilation of DLAs and Milky Way stars (Berg et al. 2015a; orange squares and grey stars, respectively). ICs are not included on the subDLAs and DLAs as the observed $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ is typically only overestimated by at most $\approx 0.02$ dex based on our modelled ICs (see Table 2). It is well known that the DLA’s $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ pattern deviates from the expected Milky Way $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ pattern, as the increased relative depletion of Fe (with respect to Si) on to dust will artificially enhance the measured $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ as a function of metallicity (e.g. Rafelski et al. 2012; Berg et al. 2015a). As previously noted by Quiret et al. (2016), the subDLAs in Fig. 10 appear to follow the same trend of $[\text{Si/Fe}]$ as DLAs. The near-identical trends of DLAs and subDLAs suggest the relative dust depletion pattern of Si to Fe is similar (to a precision within the scatter of $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$, i.e. $\approx \pm 0.25$ dex), as both subDLAs and DLAs at $[\text{M/H}] \gtrsim -0.5$ show $[\text{Si/Fe}] \approx +0.5$ when $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ is (sub)solar in both the Milky Way and dwarf galaxies. Using dust depletion modelling from Jenkins (2009), Quiret et al. (2016) concluded that subDLAs show similar dust properties to DLAs, regardless of ionization effects (contrary to expectations from previous studies, e.g. Meiring et al. 2009; Prochaska et al. 2015), agreeing with the implications of Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the scatter in $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ ($\approx \pm 0.25$ dex) for both DLAs and subDLAs is of the order of the expected nucleosynthetic signature of the $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ enhancement (0.3 dex). Combined with the increasing $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ with metallicity with dust depletion, this washes out any potential underlying nucleosynthetic signature. Thus, $[\alpha/\text{Fe}]$ in subDLAs and DLAs cannot be used without an accurate dust
correction to determine whether individual absorbers have surpassed the expected [$\alpha$/Fe] knee. In attempts to correct for the depletion of Fe in DLAs, previous studies have used Zn as a proxy for Fe as Zn is volatile and the Milky Way shows a solar [Zn/Fe] for [M/H] $\gtrsim -2$ (Sneden & Crocker 1988; Pettini et al. 1997; Vladilo et al. 2001; Nissen et al. 2007). As such, [$\alpha$/Zn] is typically measured to be subsolar across the full range of metallicities probed by DLAs (Centurión et al. 2000; Prochaska & Wolfe 2002; Nissen et al. 2004; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2006; Rafelski et al. 2012; Berg et al. 2015a). Recent studies of dwarf galaxies have shown that [Zn/Fe] is typically subsolar, and can be as low as $-1.0$ dex (Shetrone et al. 2003; Sbordone et al. 2007; Berg et al. 2015a; Skúladóttir et al. 2017), negating the use of [Zn/Fe] as a dust depletion metric in DLAs as DLAs likely probe a mix of both dwarf and Milky Way enrichment histories. However, Berg et al. (2015a) argued that independent of assuming an intrinsically solar [Zn/Fe] for DLAs, the significant fraction of DLAs with low [$\alpha$/Zn] (Rafelski et al. 2012; Berg et al. 2015a) imply DLAs have undergone Type Ia supernovae enrichment. Given that Zn is not detected in the XQ-100 subDLAs, we cannot apply the same approach for the subDLAs. Higher signal-to-noise ratio spectra are required to study Zn and the nature of [$\alpha$/Fe] in subDLAs.

3.5 [C/O] in subDLAs

[C/O] is a useful tracer of the nucleosynthetic contribution of high to intermediate mass stars, as [C/O] is expected to increase with increasing metallicities as the intermediate-mass stars begin contributing C to the chemical evolution of the system (Berg et al. 2016b). In low metallicity Milky Way stars and dwarfs galaxies ([M/H] $\lesssim -1.5$), observations suggest [C/O] remains at a subsolar value. At metallicities [M/H] $\lesssim -2.5$, there has been an observed increase in [C/O] with decreasing metallicity, that is thought to originate from massive zero-metallicity supernovae contributing to the production of carbon (Akerman et al. 2004; Spite et al. 2005; Berg et al. 2016b), but this rise in [C/O] may also be a result of not including 3D or non-local thermodynamic equilibrium assumptions in stellar abundance modelling (Nissen et al. 2004; Amarsi, Nissen & Skúladóttir 2019, see grey stars in Fig. 11). By varying the duration and efficiency of the star formation of dwarf galaxies, Berg et al. (2019b) demonstrated that the rate of increase in [C/O] with metallicity could be explained by star formation burst cycles, with repeated nucleosynthetic contributions from massive stars (diluting [C/O]) followed by a delayed contribution from AGB winds (enhancing [C/O]). Such cycling in the star formation history.
could explain the return to solar [C/O] much more quickly in dwarf galaxies relative to the Milky Way. In DLAs, measuring the [C/O] ratio is only well constrained in the lowest metallicity systems, as the strong O I 1302 Å and C II 1334 Å lines quickly saturate at [M/H] ≳ −2. For the most metal-poor DLAs, [C/O] ≈ −0.4 dex, and appears to agree with metal-poor Milky Way stars (Berg et al. 2015a). Using Si in place of O as an α-element tracer, previous work has demonstrated that [C/α] = 0 in LLSs at all metallicities, suggesting LLSs trace material that has been polluted by ejecta from galaxies (Prochaska et al. 2015; Lehner et al. 2016), and is consistent with the idea that LLSs gas is material associated with circumgalactic environments (Fumagalli et al. 2013; 2016).

The top panels of Fig. 11 compare the metallicity evolution of the gas-phase [C/O] (left-hand panels) and [C/α] (right-hand panels; using either O or Si as the α-element tracer) in subDLAs (XQ-100 and HD-LLS subDLAs; purple circles), DLAs (orange squares; Cooke et al. 2011; Berg et al. 2015a; Cooke et al. 2017), and LLSs (green crosses; Prochaska et al. 2015; Lehner et al. 2016). [C/O] for Milky Way stars (light grey stars; Amarsi et al. 2019), which include 3D and non-local thermodynamic equilibrium effects, as well as in H I regions in the Milky Way (García-Rojas & Esteban 2007, light grey open diamonds), nearby spirals (Esteban et al. 2009, dark grey open diamonds), and nearby dwarf galaxies (Berg et al. 2019b, dark grey filled diamonds) are shown in all four panels. The bottom panels show the effects of including ICs on the measured [C/O] and [C/α] (for DLAs, subDLAs, and LLSs). Note that we elected to continue to plot the ionization-corrected [C/O] and [C/α] as a function of [M/H] in the bottom panel to emphasize the effect of ICs. Using [M/H]_IC in the bottom panels would shift the subDLA points to ≈0.3 dex lower metallicities (i.e. the typical offsets seen in Fig. 1).

Independent of whether ICs are included, subDLAs consistently exhibit [C/O] ≳ −0.4, similar to the typical [C/O] in metal-poor DLAs and ≳0.1 dex higher than the Milky Way abundances of Amarsi et al. (2019). However, for the bulk of the subDLAs and DLAs, both the C and O lines become saturated with increasing metallicity, making [C/O] difficult to measure. In place of [C/O], the more commonly measured [C/α] (right-hand panels of Fig. 11) shows that subDLAs are consistent with LLS measurements (Prochaska et al. 2015; Lehner et al. 2016). Again, regardless of including ICs, the bulk of subDLAs and LLS [C/α] measurements are consistently above the Milky Way [C/O] trend by at least 0.1 dex (without ICs) or 0.7 dex (with ICs). Such large discrepancies in [C/α] could potentially be explained by dust depletion, as Si is more refractory than C. As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, we currently do not have sufficient detections of elements to constrain the amount of dust depletion in individual subDLAs, but it appears that subDLAs follow similar amounts of depletion as DLAs. Assuming a typical depletion pattern from DLAs would only decrease [C/α] by 0.1–0.3 dex (Vladilo et al. 2011; Berg et al. 2015a; De Cia et al. 2018), which is insufficient to reach the typical Milky Way values upon including ICs. Given the results of Berg et al. (2019b) and the assumption that DLAs and subDLAs have similar relative depletion patterns as DLAs, the bulk of LLS (as suggested by Lehner et al. 2016) and subDLAs are consistent with being enriched by material ejected from several burst cycles in the star formation of galaxies.

4 CONCLUSION

This paper presents the ionic column density and abundance measurements in the gas phase for 20 ionic species (Table 1; ≈4 ionic species are detected on average per subDLA system) in a blind, H I-selected sample of subDLAs from the XQ-100 survey. Using the measured column densities for all ionic species as constraints (mainly
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Figure 11. [C/O] (left-hand panels) and [C/α] ratio (right-hand panels) as a function of metallicity in subDLAs (purple circles), DLAs (orange squares; Cooke et al. 2011, 2017; Rafelski et al. 2014; Berg et al. 2015a), LLSs (green crosses; Prochaska et al. 2015; Lehner et al. 2016), Milky Way stars (light grey stars; Amarsi et al. 2019, using the 3D non-local thermodynamic equilibrium values) and H II regions (unfilled light grey diamonds) and dwarf galaxies (filled dark grey diamonds). The top panels show the measured values of the respective abundance ratios, while the lower panels have applied an IC to the DLAs, subDLAs, and LLSs. Errors in [C/α] and [C/O] are typically smaller than the symbol size. The horizontal error bar in the top right of each panel shows the median error in metallicity for the subDLAs. Despite including the IC, the bulk of subDLAs and LLS above a metallicity of [M/H] ≥ −2 appear to have near-solar [C/O] and [C/α] at metallicities −3 ≤ [M/H] ≤ −1 while the measured abundance ratio in stars drops to a [C/O] ≈ −1.

Comparing with gas-phase metal abundances of other HI-selected subDLAs (i.e. XQ-100 and HD-LLS; Prochaska et al. 2015), we investigated the redshift evolution of the HI-weighted mean gas-phase metallicity ([M/H]IC) of the subDLAs derived from MCMC analysis based on a large grid of CLOUDY ionization models. No dust corrections have been included in the [M/H]IC measurements. We expect similar statistical offsets in [M/H]IC from including a Jenkins (2009) dust depletion model in the MCMC analysis found by Fumagalli et al. (2016) (median [M/H]IC offset of 0.00+0.06−0.06; Section 2.3.1).

Comparing with gas-phase metal abundances of other HI-selected subDLAs (i.e. XQ-100 and HD-LLS; Prochaska et al. 2015), we investigated the redshift evolution of the HI-weighted mean gas-phase metallicity ([Z/H]IC; Fig. 6), the redshift evolution of the cosmic mass density of metals (log(Q_m); Fig. 9), and the metallicity evolution of [α/Fe] (Fig. 10) and [C/O] (Fig. 11) probed by both subDLAs and DLAs. We find that: (i) subDLAs appear to be systematically more metal poor by 0.2–1.0 dex than DLAs when ICs are included across redshifts 3.0 ≤ z_{abs} ≤ 4.3 in contrast to z_{abs} ≲ 2 studies (Péroux et al. 2007; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2009; Som et al. 2013; Quiret et al. 2016), (ii) the observed metallicity evolution of gas-phase [α/Fe] in subDLAs traces that of DLAs almost identically (within ≲0.25 dex of scatter), and (iii) the gas-phase [C/O] in subDLAs remains constantly higher than the Milky Way value by, on average, ≳0.7 dex across a large range in metallicities (−3 ≲ [M/H] ≲ −1).

These results are robust to ICs derived from MCMC modelling using several different CLOUDY ionization grids. The near-identical trend of [α/Fe] in subDLAs and DLAs is suggestive that the relative dust depletion patterns of DLAs and subDLAs are similar. However, the total amount of the dust depletion for each ion in subDLAs may be different. As seen in lower redshift systems, the relatively low metallicity gas in subDLAs with respect to DLAs, and the near-solar [C/O] is suggestive of subDLAs typically tracing CGM environments that host carbon-rich ejecta (Fumagalli et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2016; Prochaska et al. 2017; Kacprzak et al. 2019). The tentative redshift evolution in the contribution to log(Q_m) from log(N(H)) ≲ 19.5 absorbers supports the idea that the CGM is being enriched with metals more quickly than higher column density environments typically associated with the ISM. Given that ICs are critical for accurate measurements in subDLAs, more ionization modelling in future is necessary to accurately model the metallicity of multi-phase gas seen along QSO sightlines. Accurate chemical abundance measurements are required to constrain upcoming cosmological simulations of the gaseous environments of galaxies probed by QSO absorption line systems (Peeples et al. 2019; van de Voort et al. 2019).
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Figure A1. The metal line profiles for species in the XQ-100 subDLA sample.
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